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	Produkte
Dokumentenverarbeitung
Automatisierte Datenextraktion und PDF-Zusammenführung und -Teilung
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[image: ]Archive PDF/A Archive PDF files as PDF/A files
[image: ]Compress & OptimizeReduce the size of PDF files
[image: ]ConvertConvert to and from PDF files
[image: ]Extract Extract data from PDF files
[image: ]Merge & SplitDivide and combine PDF files
[image: ]Sign & SecureSign and secure PDF files
[image: ]ValidateValidate PDF and PDF/A files



Konvertierung
Einfaches Konvertieren, Komprimieren und Optimieren von Dokumenten
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[image: ]Integration at scaleIdeal for Insurances
[image: ]PDF/A complianceIdeal for Government Archives
[image: ]Workflow automationIdeal for Financial Services and Banking



APIs
Managed services and APIs
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Validierung & Reparatur
Validieren, reparieren, verschlüsseln und signieren Sie Ihre PDFs
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	Lösungen
Nach Industrie

[image: ]FinanzdienstleistungenAutomatisieren Sie Standardisierung und Konformität
[image: ]Öffentlicher DienstVereinfachung der öffentlichen Dienste
[image: ]Pdftools API
[image: ]GesundheitswesenDigitale Kopfschmerzen lindern
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Mehr Erfahren

[image: ]About usWir möchten Ihnen helfen, selbst zum PDF-Experten zu werden.
[image: ]BlogWir möchten Ihnen helfen, selbst zum PDF-Experten zu werden.
[image: ]KundenstoriesLernen Sie führende Unternehmen und Organisationen und ihre Projekte kennen
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Tech corner
Clear up some myths about PDF printer drivers
Feb 21 2023, Updated Apr 9 2024

I'm sure you've heard sometimes phrases like "a printer driver which is based Windows GDI can only reproduce RGB colors" or "if a printer driver isn't built on top of the PostScript driver one cannot print EPS graphics". There is no question that these myths persist since PDF Producer software exists. In this article I'd like to give you some background information which helps you to understand how it really works.


The Microsoft Windows printing system architecture is well designed but not easy to understand. I don't want to confuse you with to much information and try to focus on the essential part, the printer driver. If you are an expert please apologize if I simplify too much. It's for the sake of better understanding.

You can think of a printer driver as the component which translates a device independent spool file (see below) into a device dependent one such as HP-GL, HP-PCL, PostScript, AFP and others.

In Microsoft Windows there are two device independent spool file formats: EMF and XPS. The traditional EMF (Enhanced Metafile) file format can be thought of a recording of calls to the Windows GDI (Graphics Device Interface) sub-system whereas the modern XPS (XML Paper Specification) is a page description language based on XML. EMF exists since the first version of the Windows operating system. XPS has been introduced with Windows Vista. There is no direct connection between GDI and XPS. However, for compatibility reasons the Windows printing system offers some built in 'translators' from GDI to XPS and vice versa. In the following I will concentrate on GDI and post a article on XPS later.

Most printer drivers are still based on GDI (and the EMF spool file format). This is especially true for the Windows PostScript printer driver, which has originally been a joint Adobe and Microsoft development. However, in order to enable printing applications to make use of the power of PostScript such as color spaces etc. GDI has been extended such that applications can directly inject PostScript code into the spool file. The PostScript injection feature, however, is the source of the confusion as we see later.

The majority of the PDF Producer software, including Adobe Acrobat, is built on top the the Windows PostScript printer driver. When an application prints a document using a PDF Producer software then it actually generates a spool file using the PostScript printer driver. The spool file is immediately translated to a PDF file by means of a print post processor such as Adobe Distiller. The advantage of the intermediate PostScript spool file is, on one side, that the software manufacturer can reuse the existing PostScript printer driver and doesn't need to develop and maintain a PDF printer driver. On the other side, the user must live with the implementation limits of the PostScript printer driver (it does not fully implement the GDI features) and with a slower performance.

A high quality and high performance PDF Producer software which is based on GDI can only be implemented by a specialized printer driver which directly produces a PDF document. This has the following advantages:
	Performance: 50 to 100 pages per second (otherwise 10 times slower)

	GDI function converage: 100% (otherwise limited by PostScript printer driver)

	RGB and CMYK color spaces are directly supported by GDI

	Support for the Windows color management system (CMS)

	Support for the PostScript injection feature


As you can see, a specialized PDF printer driver can directly support the PostScript injection feature since the feature is available to any printer driver and is not limited to the PostScript printer driver.
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ProduktvariantenAPI

ProduktvariantenShell tool (command line)

ProduktvariantenWatched folder (Windows only)





Here's my take to clear up the myths: In order to use the power of PostScript in applications such as EPS graphics, spot colors etc. it is not required that a PDF Producer software is based on the PostScript printer driver and architectures that use it. In a high quality and high performance environment a PDF Producer that is built on a specialized printer driver is definitely the better choice.


Gefällt Ihnen, was Sie sehen? Teilen Sie es mit einem Freund.
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